Does physical activity lower blood pressure: a critical review of the clinical trials.
This review critically appraises 22 recent articles of trials of physical activity, as a means of reducing blood pressure. The quality of the literature remains poor and of the 13 controlled trials of habitual activity only one did not have a major design fault. Overall, blood pressure was reduced by physical activity in both hypertensive and normotensive persons. This effect was independent of weight loss and in some studies blood pressure reduction occurred in the presence of weight gain. The average reduction in the better designed studies was approximately 6-7 mmHg for both systolic and diastolic blood pressure which compares favourably with studies of pharmacological treatment. The better designed studies reported smaller reductions than studies with poorer design. All activities, including circuit weight training, lowered blood pressure and daily activity produced greater blood pressure reduction than when performed three times per week. It is concluded that physical activity has an independent capacity to lower blood pressure.